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Undeveloped Landscape:
An Essential Resource
Located on the shores of Lake Champlain
and a few miles from Burlington,
Shelburne is part of an area routinely
identified as offering an exceptionally
high quality of life and is one of the most
desired places to live in the United States.

The LaPlatte Nature Park
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Unquestionably, a cornerstone of this distinction is
an identity and ethos defined by the strong bond that
Shelburne residents have with their dramatic natural
surroundings. Indeed, appreciation for the natural
and working landscape consistently ranks among the
highest of priorities for residents when surveyed about
benefits of the area. The community’s open space
embodies the characteristics of a Champlain Valley
town: a landscape, steeped in an agricultural past,
replete with spectacular vistas and rich and varied
water resources — not least of which is Shelburne Bay,
the primary source of drinking water for Shelburne and
adjacent towns.
Shelburne has seen a dramatic increase in population and development in recent decades, but its residents have remained committed to maintaining its
rural character, preserving its natural resources, and
protecting the recreational opportunities afforded by
these assets. In 1974, an Open Space Fund was established to support the preservation of land in Shelburne.
Over the years, the townspeople have, with resounding
majorities, approved the raising of a total of just over
one million dollars through the annual municipal budget to support the conservation of open spaces. These
funds have, with the frequent logistical and financial
assistance of partner conservation organizations, been
used to protect more than 834 acres of land deemed
critical to maintaining the town’s character and natural
resources. As the town rapidly approaches “built out”
status, a plan to guide the conservation of the remaining
significant open space remains more critical than ever.

Whatever the size,
ownership status, or
landscape context,
open space always
serves to protect
sensitive ecosystems,
scenic landscapes,
water resources,
and other important
features of the
natural and human
environments.

A kayaker enjoys the quiet beauty of the LaPlatte River.
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Shelburne in 2050 will be a place that embraces the economic vitality of the
greater Burlington-Chittenden County area while maintaining a strong
village center, large areas of conserved and rural lands, a vibrant and diverse
economy, and attractive working landscape.  —Vision Statement, Shelburne Comprehensive Plan 2014
In 2014, the Shelburne Town Plan was updated
and approved by the Selectboard. With collaboration between Town officials and committees, partner
conservation agencies and stakeholders, and the input
and feedback of residents, the Town Plan outlined
the vision, goals, objectives, and actions for natural
resource protection. In order to bring a strategic focus
to this multifaceted challenge, the Shelburne Natural
Resources and Conservation Committee (SNRCC)
has developed a vital complement to the Open Space
Fund: the Open Space Plan.
The Open Space Plan initially serves as a framework for identifying natural and working lands with
high conservation values. Once a potential conservation project is identified, the Town works cooperatively
with willing landowners, other conservation organizations, and government entities to achieve conservation
goals, primarily through the establishment of conservation easements that separate development rights
from other ownership components (e.g., use and transportation rights) but also occasionally through direct
land acquisition. While not a standalone decision document, the Open Space Plan is intended to provide additional direction and guidance for identifying and
screening potential projects to ensure that we devote
our limited financial and human resources to achieve
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the greatest possible conservation gains for our town.
In developing the Open Space Plan, the SNRCC reviewed the updated Town Plan in detail and identified
five priority ecological systems that call for our attention and action: Scenic Resources, Agriculture, Natural
Communities, Water Quality, and Quality of Life.
The opening section of the Plan defines open space
and the spectrum of protection levels currently in
place, including a map of conserved and unconserved
lands as well as an inventory of properties that have
been conserved with the Open Space Fund. Each of the
five priorities is then described in detail. The Plan also
outlines the tools available for implementing conservation efforts, along with potential partners. Moving
forward, the SNRCC will evaluate and prioritize specific projects using the Plan, with assistance from town
planning and zoning staff and input from various conservation partners. The Selectboard makes the final decision on all projects requiring a financial contribution
from the town.
Open Space, A Definition
Open space is the undeveloped landscape — streams,
woodlands, wetlands, shorelines and agricultural lands
— that help maintain the condition and function of
Shelburne’s natural resources, which are essential to

the town’s outstanding quality of life. Open space lands
typically have no buildings or other human-made structures in current service, except for active farms with
barns and other agricultural structures. These lands may
be in their natural state, serving important environmental or aesthetic functions, or they may be used for agriculture, forestry, or low-impact recreation such as walking
or running.
Open spaces are quite varied and serve many different functions. They can be publicly or privately owned
and may or may not be legally protected, and they may
or may not be open to the public for recreation. They
include agricultural and forest land, undeveloped shorelines, scenic lands, natural parks and preserves. They also
include water bodies such as lakes and bays. Land defined
as open space depends in part on its surroundings. In
Shelburne, someone’s backyard or a narrow corridor surrounded by developed areas is not considered open space,
even though the same property might be considered
such in a larger city. However, size is not a limiting factor
of open space. Whatever the size, ownership status, or
landscape context, open space always serves to protect
sensitive ecosystems, scenic landscapes, water resources,
and other important features of the natural and human
environments.
A critical, often overlooked distinction is that lands
commonly viewed as open space may or may not be legally protected against permanent alteration. Over time,
many open spaces become important features of a town’s
landscape - a farmer’s field, a nearby woodlot, a beautiful
view. Depending on the actual ownership, public access
to the properties encompassing these features may be
Resident Mark Boedges captures the beauty of Shelburne Falls on canvas.
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encouraged or implied, further deepening the community’s perception of undeveloped land as a community
resource. While Shelburne is fortunate to have many
thoughtful land stewards, there is no guarantee the
lands will remain in good stewardship with subsequent
generations. However, a common assumption from
this collective consciousness is that such properties
will always remain in their current state of ownership,
management, or public access.
the need for permanent protection
In reality, assurances are rare. Unless a specific legal
protection such as a conservation easement or deed
restriction is in place, or unless a property is owned by
a public or private entity with a demonstrated longterm commitment to conservation, there is absolutely
no guarantee that a property will remain in an undeveloped state. Furthermore, municipal, state, or federal
planning requirements cannot be considered absolute
deterrents to development of important or sensitive
properties. These requirements incorporate standards
that directly influence the character and extent of development, but they generally do not prohibit it.
It is important to avoid assumptions about individual properties. For example, permanent protection does not necessarily exist because: a landowner
has seemingly always permitted people to hike or
cross-country ski on his/her property; a family seems
committed to keeping their property undeveloped
from one generation to the next; a business or institution has existed for many years and has always chosen
to leave part of its property in a natural condition; a
Walkers and joggers enjoy a bright morning at Shelburne Farms.
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municipality owns undeveloped property (e.g., a town
forest) and encourages access; and many other possible
scenarios. Landowners, attitudes, and motives change,
and previous use or management does not convey
future protection.
Similarly, it is short-sighted to assume that a property will be protected because it: has a wetland or some
other unique or sensitive feature; is immediately adjacent to already-conserved land; lies within a restrictive zoning district; is isolated from town services; is
near active farmland that possesses features generally
considered unattractive to non-agricultural neighbors
(e.g., manure pits, noise, flies, animal crossings on
busy roads); has unusual or difficult topography; is
landlocked by other parcels; and other circumstances.
Variances from existing zoning by-laws may allow
development of seemingly unbuildable properties, and
legislative and regulatory mandates may change over
time.
In establishing priorities for conservation, the vital
distinction between open space and protected lands
must be carefully considered - which open space and
protected lands in Shelburne are legally protected from
development and which have no protection? Potential
threats to important natural resources can then be
evaluated on an individual basis, and available time
and money can be devoted to those projects deemed
most pressing, cost-effective, or rewarding. However, it
is also possible that some lands will receive high priority even when no imminent development pressures
exist. The overall priorities that go into determining
conservation value, from a landscape’s scenic value
to its role in the town’s water quality, will remain key
considerations in all situations.
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Land Conservation in Shelburne (in order of protection, highest to lowest)
Shelburne
Bay

private conservation ownership

Developed/developing lands.

• Parcels owned by private, non-profit conservation
organizations such as the Nature Conservancy

•P
 roperties that have been or are in the

• Provides specific and permanent legal protection
against conversion to a developed use.
• Highest level of protection.
Conservation easement lands
• Privately-owned properties that are under easement to a conservation organization such as the
Vermont Land Trust
• Usually private lands under agricultural easements. Specific legal protection is in place to prevent conversion of these properties to developed
o nd
Shelburne P

uses that permanently alter the landscape.
Town, school and state land
• Not always encumbered by legally-binding
measures ensuring that lands will remain in an
undeveloped state.
Association lands
• Properties under the control of a Homeowner’s Association or similar entity, where deed restrictions are
in place to restrict intensive development of a parcel.
• A vote could change permitted land uses or even

process of being converted to primarily
developed uses. No protection.
Unprotected
•C
 ould be converted to other land uses
even f they have high value as open space
and are used as such by the community.
No protection.
Conserved with Open Space funds
1. Palmer property, LaPlatte River
2. Gentry property, Shelburne Pond
3. Clark Farm, Route 7
4. Hayes Property, La Platte River
5. Tiballi/Stern Property, LaPlatte River
6. LaFontaine Property, LaPlatte River
7. Maille & Borden Farm Project
8. Clark Property, Shelburne River Park
9. Leduc Family, Bread & Butter Farm
10.	Zen Center, Upper LaPlatte River
Natural Area
11. Lissarrauge Property
12. Barr Farm

extinguish all restrictions. Lowest level of protection
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The Viewshed
The views created by Shelburne’s
visual surroundings are inextricably
woven with the town’s identity and
heritage. They are reminders of both
its farming tradition and its current
reputation as one of Vermont’s premier
places to live, work, and visit.

A sweeping view from The Inn at Shelburne Farms to Camel’s Hump.
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Shelburne’s scenic resources need no introduction
to even the most preoccupied resident or casual visitor
— rolling farmlands mixed with verdant woodlands, a
broad lake of deep blue and the occasional white sail,
horizons rugged with high mountain crag and col,
swaying cattails alive with the dart and dive of migratory birds, stately yet functional barns evoking a long and
ongoing agricultural history, village spires silhouetted
by the pastel brilliance of twilight. The views created
by these landscape elements are inextricably woven
with the town’s visual identity and are an essential part
of the its future livability and economic prosperity.
The scenes that give Shelburne its identity are
partly a result of serendipity — the town was established near the shores of Lake Champlain, a comparatively mild valley location and one of the few places in
Vermont and all of New England with good soils for
grazing and crops. They are partly artifacts of economic forces in a bygone agrarian society — much of the
town’s forest cover was removed in the 19th century,
first supporting subsistence farming and local wood
supplies but later yielding wool, milk, and other export
crops. They are also partly, but increasingly, the result
of a purposeful effort to maintain working farms and
the landscape mosaics they create, a celebration of not
only the old and familiar but also the vital and current.
Whatever the origin, the town’s defining views are
among the most important factors influencing the decision to reside in Shelburne. They form the visual
backdrop to daily life and are an integral part of Shelburne’s reputation as a place to explore and experience.
The town’s oldest and best-known tourist destinations,
Cyclists on Bostwick Road enjoy a commanding view of the Adirondacks.
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Shelburne Museum and Shelburne Farms, offer wonderful views from multiple locations and form the
backbone of the town’s pastoral landscape. Other attractions similarly generate and depend upon Shelburne’s scenic views, including Vermont Teddy Bear,
Shelburne Vineyard, Bread & Butter Farm, New Village Farm, and the Vermont Zen Center. Together with
traditional dairy and beef operations and natural areas
such as Shelburne Bay, the LaPlatte River corridor, and
Shelburne Pond, these individual landscape elements
create an interconnected whole that gives Shelburne
its historic character and contemporary image as a valley farming town set against the grandeur of lake and
mountain vistas. These sites do not exist in a vacuum visitors actively seek these places for the combination
of the amenities they provide and their unique and
spectacular setting.
Shelburne’s town plan explicitly recognizes the
importance of aesthetics, directing the zoning by-laws
to consider the effect of proposed developments on
notable scenic views. However, it is very difficult to
maintain visual resources with regulatory measures
alone — aesthetics are too subjective and mapped
viewsheds are snapshots in time that belie continuous change, both human and natural. Rather, the most
effective way to protect essential views is to conserve
the landscape elements on which they depend - fields,
hedgerows, remnant forest patches, stream corridors,
and shorelines. The town will then be better able to
influence how and where its notable views change and
to manage subsequent effects on its neighborhoods
and economy.

The most effective way to protect essential views is to conserve the landscape elements on which they depend.

Taking in the winter beauty of Shelburne Farms.
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Our Active Farms
Agriculture is an indelible part of
Shelburne’s history as well as its present
and future. Shelburne’s farms, orchards,
and vineyards demonstrate how locallygrown food can be produced sustainably
and profitably, and preserving these
working landscapes is advantageous for
our economy and our health.
The Clark Farm on Route 7 — Shelburne’s southern gateway.
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One of the most distinctive types of landscape in
Shelburne is that which is actively worked for agriculture. For many decades, Vermont was a rural state with
an agricultural economy dominated by dairy farms and
augmented with cheese and butter production. Shelburne reflected the statewide economic model, supporting many working dairy farms and creameries
that exported Vermont products to other regions. That
model started to change in the 1940s and 50s as an expanding population and increasing reliance on automobiles encouraged suburbanization, which directly
consumed farmland and also eroded the economic viability of remaining farms by increasing land values
and property taxes. More stringent milk-handling standards such as bulk-tank requirements and the increasing industrialization of Midwestern and Western farms
further eroded the profitability of small New England
farms, hastening their abandonment and subdivision.
Yet working farms have not disappeared entirely
from Vermont’s valleys and hillsides. Some of the reasons for their persistence are regulatory (Federal laws
limit the long-distance transport of unprocessed milk)
and some are market-based — Ben and Jerry’s “Caring Dairy” program is an example of business practices
that value local farms. Other reasons have been more
broadly philosophical and economic, emphasizing the
value of farms to the state’s iconic landscape, its tourism industry, and its ecological integrity. Indeed, Vermonters’ commitment to protecting agricultural lands
is not new — since the 1970s, the State of Vermont, private organizations such as the Vermont Land Trust,
and individual citizens have actively worked to conserve working farms and the rural character they lend
to the state and its people.
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“If it weren’t for the work done
by so many to conserve our farm
before we purchased it, we would
never have been able to afford
farm land to do this work.”
Today, agriculture is experiencing a renaissance
of creativity and investment as farms seek to diversify their operations with value-added products, multiple visitor experiences, and educational programs.
The emerging “localvore” movement is an essential
part of this renaissance, encouraging residents to buy
and consume food grown by local farms. It also stresses the fundamental interdependence of food, land, and
economic vitality. “Our working land,” Meghan Sheridan, Director of Vermont Fresh Network explains, “is
a large part of Vermont’s identity. Working fields and
pastures and farms and gardens are an essential part
of our rural character. We wouldn’t have a growing local food economy if we did not have access to working
land and a connection to our neighbor farmers.”
Shelburne’s agricultural landscape
Shelburne has directly benefited from the convergence
of Vermont’s conservation ethic and the growing appreciation of locally-grown food. Although the town is
in many respects a suburban bedroom community for
Burlington, a part of its historic agricultural landscape
remains in active management, offering a diversity of
Corie Pierce and Adam Wilson, founders of Bread and Butter Farm.
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“We wouldn’t have a growing local food economy, if we did not have
access to working land and a connection to our neighbor farmers.”
sowing the seeds for conservation

Michaela Ryan, founder of New Village Farm, and her husband, Frank Talbott. In addition to providing locally raised meat and eggs, Michaela is
committed to connecting local youth with the experience of farm life and animal husbandry through partnerships with local schools

products and experiences and keeping open lands that
might otherwise be developed. Some of the farms in
this landscape are well-known community assets that
actively encourage and depend upon visitors — Shelburne Farms, Bread & Butter Farm, New Village Farm,
Shelburne Orchards, and Shelburne Vineyard. These
farms provide not only value-added goods such as
cheese, bread, meats, maple syrup, fruits, and wine but
also offer dynamic educational programs and form an
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essential part of the town’s tourism economy. Others
are not open to the public and are operated on more
traditional economic models, focusing on dairy and
beef production. Still others have no day-to-day operations but are used for hay and grain. Although these
latter farms may not receive the same level of public
recognition, they are no less important to the town’s
agricultural productivity and the coherence of its scenic landscapes.

There is no single strategy for keeping farms in active
management. Most farms are enrolled in the state’s use
valuation program (i.e., “current use”), which helps
reduce annual property taxes but otherwise does not
restrict future land conversion, and some have deed restrictions that stipulate agricultural use. However, conservation easements held by a third party are the most
effective long-term strategy, keeping productive agricultural lands in private ownership but prohibiting
conversion to developed land uses. Shelburne Farms,
Bread & Butter Farm, and New Village Farm all have
conservation easements held by the Vermont Land
Trust, as do several dairy and hay operations. Shelburne’s Open Space Fund contributed to permanent
protection of many of these farmlands.
Conservation provides long-term stability for family
farms, which is a critical factor in ensuring their economic viability from one generation to the next. According to Corie Pierce, farmer and owner of Bread &
Butter Farm, “keeping some land for agriculture provides a place for my family and me to work and to employ other Vermonters and we work hard to provide
healthy, nutritious, and delicious food to our neighbors
and community. If it weren’t for the work done by so
many to conserve our farm before we purchased it, we
would never have been able to afford farmland to do
this work.”
In addition to formal conservation efforts, communities can support agriculture through their planning

and zoning philosophies and land-management activities. For example, Shelburne Vineyard benefits from
agricultural zoning regulations that permit a fully integrated operation - it grows grapes, makes wine, offers tastings, and sells its products onsite, and together
these components help make the vineyard sustainable.
Shelburne has long supported a community garden on
a portion of the town-owned LaPlatte Nature Park, offering residents the opportunity to grow their own
food. The town has also encouraged local and regional
agriculture by supporting the weekly farmers’ market
on The Parade, an event that brings locally-grown food
directly to consumers and highlights the personal connection between farmers, residents, and the land that
sustains us.
Collectively, the town’s farms create a community fabric that is at once historic and current, one that
celebrates Vermont’s agricultural heritage while providing resources that serve daily, fundamental needs.
They bring visitors to Shelburne and encourage other new enterprises that make the town dynamic and
prosperous. They foster a healthier lifestyle, reduce the
carbon footprint associated with agriculture by shortening the distance between producer and consumer,
and help instill an environmental ethic in people of all
ages through direct contact with the joys and challenges of growing food. But Shelburne’s farms do not exist
in a vacuum — their survival depends on dedicated individual patronage and lasting support for their essential role in community life.
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Natural
Communities
Just as essential as Shelburne’s
working farms — and often a part
of them — biologically diverse
natural communities comprise
the foundation of the town’s
interdependent landscape and
natural resources.
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“If we can protect examples of each natural community type, we will in the process
protect a lot of biodiversity, including many species we know little about.”
and animals — which may include specific wintering
habitat, unusual topographical features such as cliffs or
caves, significant “mast” (nut and fruit producing tree)
stands, and early successional forest and shrublands —
is paramount to any management and protection plan
for these high priority species. Some conservation projects in Shelburne have been accomplished with these
species level elements as a prime consideration. The
endangered stonecat fish habitat of the upper LaPlatte
River, deer wintering habitat in Shelburne Bay Park,
and agricultural lands that provide nesting habitat for
rare grassland bird species such as the grasshopper
sparrow and bobolink are a few examples.

A bobcat hunts for prey along a field edge, a tree
frog fills a summer evening with its insistent trill, a
heron stands silent but vigilant along a LaPlatte River bank, early spring wildflowers carpet the floor of a
maple woodland. These are iconic images and sounds
of Vermont, emblematic of our state’s environmental
ethos and identity. We are fortunate to live in a place
with abundant and diverse wildlife and plant species.
This has not occurred by chance, however — it is the
result of years of intentional land stewardship rooted in a fundamental belief in the intrinsic right of each
and every species to survive. According to Liz Thomp-
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son, Director of Conservation Science for the Vermont
Land Trust, “Everything plays an important part in the
ecosystem. Some we understand better than others but
we believe that each has a role to play.”
Maintaining healthy, sustainable populations of
our plants and animals — both the iconic as well as the
lesser-known — has been identified as a high priority of
our residents. Historically, conservation was done on a
species by species basis, and occasionally, the needs of
a particularly rare or economically important species
may still be the first consideration for conservation.
Protecting the “species level” elements for these plants

An interconnected approach
In general, conservation in Shelburne is done more
broadly — at the natural community and landscape levels. Fundamental to this approach is a shift from a utilitarian vision of how a species might benefit humans to
a vision in which humans are part of nature itself. This
whole ecosystem approach was first described by the
renowned naturalist and ecologist Aldo Leopold: “All
environmental ethics so far evolved rest upon a single
premise: that the individual is a member of a community of interdependent parts. The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils,
waters, plants and animals, or collectively, the land.”
A natural community is an interacting assemblage
of plant and animal species and all the physical charac-

teristics and processes that affect them. Natural communities form where similar environmental conditions
exist and can therefore be named based on these characteristics and, often, the type of plant species that
grow there. The Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department recognizes more than 20 upland and wetland
natural community types in Shelburne, and ranks them
based both on quality and rarity.
Common natural communities in our town include
Hemlock Forest, Maple-Ash-Hickory-Oak Forest, and
Shallow Emergent Marsh. Shelburne also contains
some exemplary natural communities, including Valley
Clayplain Forest and Limestone-Bluff Cedar-Pine Forest. These unusual natural communities are referred
to as “S1” or “S2” by the Agency of Natural Resources
— the designation given to the rarest habitat types or
those that have few thriving examples. These communities are given a high priority for protection.
Other, more generally termed but no less critical
conservation priorities include wetland communities
such as vernal pools and other types of productive wetlands. Shelburne has designated Shelburne Pond, the
LaPlatte River, Lake Champlain and its stream tributaries as priority wetland conservation areas. Protection of these important wetlands and terrestrial natural
communities ensures that the species whose habitat
needs are well known and understood are considered,
but so are the significant number of organisms whose
lifecycle needs are not so well known but are crucial to
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such as natural disturbances, predator-prey relationships, and migratory behaviors are sustainable. Countless studies have shown conclusively that fragmentation
of habitat has a profound, deleterious impact on species diversity. Preserving contiguous forest, natural
corridors such as rivers, as well as important topographical features such as cliffs and areas subject to
erosion are critical if conservation efforts will have an
impact against encroachment. The town of Shelburne
has made protecting connected habitat a goal of the
2014 town plan:
“Ensure that critical wildlife habitat (particularly
contiguous segments) and connecting corridors are
protected and able to continue to support a healthy
and diverse population of native land and water-based
plants and animals.”
Good habitat connectivity

Poor habitat connectivity

the well-being of the wider ecosystem.
“Everything plays an important part in the natural
community.” Liz Thompson explains. “Effective conservation involves more than just saving a single tract
of beautiful forestland. If we can protect examples of
each natural community type, we will in the process
protect a lot of biodiversity, including many species we
know little about.”
Effective conservation also means that natural community areas cannot merely be preserved in isolated
pockets, they need to be interconnected by what biologists call “corridors.” Connecting large areas of undeveloped land and their component natural communities
ensures that the biological requirements of the greatest
number of species are met and ecological processes
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Meeting the goal
Shelburne can boast several examples of successful
landscape level conservation projects, many of which
took many decades and the work of multiple parties to
accomplish. Shelburne Farms, the LaPlatte River Corridor, and Shelburne Pond and its large surrounding
land buffer are the most notable examples. By protecting these areas, the town has assured protections for
numerous aquatic species and terrestrial wildlife who
require large areas of habitat for their survival. At the
same time, these kinds of conservation projects produce many benefits for the the human communities
living nearby, from recreation opportunities and enhanced property values to cleaner water and air.
This focus on unfragmented landscapes is best illustrated by the map of notable habitat features on page
30. Shelburne today has relatively little contiguous

forest cover, an artifact of two separate but overlapping land-use patterns — forest clearing for agriculture
and increased suburbanization. As a Champlain Valley town with a 250-year history of farming and grazing, most of Shelburne’s land area was once devoted
to agricultural production, and since the 1950s many
old farm fields have been converted to developed land
uses. However, some large forested blocks occur in
town, sometimes consisting of remnants from pre-European settlement but more often constituting sites
with low agricultural potential whose rocky or wet
soils have reverted to forest.
Forest blocks can further be divided into core vs.
edge forest because different groups of species depend
on these habitat types. For example, the scarlet tanager
is a songbird that prefers isolated forest settings while
the chestnut-sided warbler uses brushy edge forest.
Large agricultural fields are also included on the
map as notable features — they provide nesting habitat
for grassland birds and serve as foraging sites and movement corridors for many other species. Wetlands and
water bodies are included regardless of size because
they are known to be essential to wildlife, water quality, and flood control. Approximate movement corridors
suggest possible routes between notable habitat features, both in Shelburne and in adjacent towns. Wildlife will certainly use other routes, but corridors that
provide as much cover as possible help minimize negative interactions with humans, pets, and automobiles.
This understanding of the sites and movement of
natural communities will help guide future open space
planning in Shelburne, suggesting where land conservation will have the widest range of benefits. Often
these benefits will converge with other land-protec-

The Laplatte River above Shelburne Falls provides important habitat for the
endangered stonecat fish.

tion goals, including conservation of the town’s farms
and rolling agricultural landscape for economic, historical, and scenic values. Another convergence of goals
will be protection of wetlands and sensitive shorelines
to maintain water quality and avoid expensive pollution-mitigation efforts. This approach will not preclude
protection of highly localized features like rare species
locations, but it will afford economies of both scale and
effort, protecting the largest possible proportion of the
town’s biological diversity while helping to maintain
the local economy and minimize municipal spending.
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NOTABLE WILDLIFE HABITAT
Shelburne
Bay

core forest

large agricultural fields

Forested habitat that is part of a block at least 75
acres in size and at least 328 feet (100 meters) from
developed features such as buildings and roads

Agricultural fields that are at least 20 acres
in size and actively or recently used for hay
or crops

edge forest

approximate movement corridor

Forested habitat that is part of a forested block
at least 75 acres in size and within 328 feet (100
meters) of developed features such as buildings
and roads

Routes between notable habitat features
that maximize protective cover

wetland-emergent
Wetlands dominated by herbaceous, perennial
vegetation such as cattails and sedges
wetland-forested
Wetlands dominated by trees or tall shrubs
Shelburne
Pond

wetland-scrub/shrub
Wetlands dominated by shrubs or short trees
water bodies
Lakes, ponds, or large rivers
Streams
Small rivers, streams, or brooks
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Water Quality
The conservation of open space protects
our working and natural landscapes —
as well as the people who live in them.
A healthy combination of protected
grassland, forestland and wetland is
critical to maintaining a clean water
supply for the town.

The LaPlatte River fishing access at Shelburne Bay
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Land that remains
open and free of
development does
not contribute to
the degradation or
pollution of ground
and surface water.

Good stewardship of open space not only encourages habitat diversity, it also protects water quality
— and therefore, the health of both the town’s natural
communities and its human citizens. In addition to
“creating a mixture of habitats that are important to
everything from slugs and millipedes to deer, raccoon
and rabbits,” explains Mike Winslow, staff scientist for
the Lake Champlain Committee, “natural spaces protect water quality in a number of different ways.”
Shelburne’s natural habitats contain vegetation
that helps eliminate pollutants such as phosphorus
and E. coli before they reach water bodies such as the
LaPlatte River, Shelburne Pond and Lake Champlain.
Preserved, these vegetated areas act like natural filters
that slow down the flow of pollution from stormwater
(rainwater that runs off buildings and parking lots) and
capture harmful elements before they reach ground
and surface water. Without this buffering, pollutants
can degrade drinking water and cause detrimental
algae blooms.
Protecting open space also preserves crucial “water
recharge areas” — the land where surface water directly
replenishes our important underground aquifers —
that supply many Vermonters with drinking water. If
these recharge areas are not protected, groundwater
supplies can be diminished or contaminated.
Lands that immediately border water — such as
the LaPlatte Nature Park off Shelburne Village, the
Shelburne Pond Natural Area, and the Upper LaPlatte
River Natural Area at the Zen Center — are extremely
important for their role in filtering pollution so that it
Myra Handy tests Laplatte River water quality on behalf of the Lewis Creek
Association. Checking for pollutants during high flows can trace their source
and allow for mitigation of their introduction.
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Shelburne’s drinking water is still clean because of the protected areas
around the bay. Investing in conservation is a lot cheaper then cleaning
up pollution from overdevelopment.

From 2012 to 2016, volunteers have removed 6.5 tons of an invasive aquatic plant known as frogbit from the Laplatte River. Left unchecked, the rapidly
spreading weed can choke waterways, displace native vegetation, and negatively impact wildlife habitat.
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stays clear of our drinking water, which for many living
in Shelburne comes directly from Lake Champlain.
In fact, the reason that Shelburne’s drinking water
is still clean “is because of the protected areas around
the bay,” Winslow points out. “Investing in conservation is a lot cheaper than cleaning up pollution from
overdevelopment.”
In developed areas, impervious surfaces such as
roofs, parking lots, paved roads, and driveways prevent
rainwater from soaking into the ground. Much of this
rainwater is instead redirected, flowing towards undeveloped lands or into nearby tributaries that eventually
empty into Lake Champlain.
Open spaces, especially those that contain wetlands
and water recharge areas, act as natural sponges that
hold this redirected rainwater and allow it to be gradually released it into our underground aquifers. This
slow percolation through the soil — instead of a steady
rush of storm water directly into our lakes, ponds and
rivers — filters pollutants and allows cleansed water
to replenish both our underground drinking supply
as well as the various lakes, rivers and ponds that are
so important to our recreational activities and local
economy.
Another important benefit provided by open spaces
— especially those that border surface water — is protection against damaging floods. If we do not protect
lands adjacent to our lakes and rivers to create these
much needed natural sponges, rain that flows from
impervious surfaces will do so at higher velocities. This
rush of storm water can not only cause flooding that
damages both roads and buildings, it can also dump
tons of polluting sediment into surface waters like the
LaPlatte River and Lake Champlain.

Protecting open space is a valuable tool to help prevent the expensive and environmentally detrimental
damage that often accompanies flooding. And overall,
it helps achieve some extremely important objectives
that are stressed in the Town Plan: first, ensuring that
future development does not jeopardize surface and
groundwater quality or degrade drinking water supplies, and second, protecting/improving the quality
of Lake Champlain as a water resource, a natural area
and economic resource that enhances the quality of all
our lives. As Mike Winslow puts it: “Clean drinking
water nurtures your body much in the same way that
natural open spaces nurture your soul. It’s much better
to invest in protecting our water quality than to allow
something to happen to it and then have to spend a lot
of money to treat it later.”
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Quality of life
Imagine a day like this one: The morning
begins with a walk along the shores of a wide
lake, with the eastern sun capturing the subtle
division between water and sky, or a run
through the lowland forest near a meandering
river, where the dawning fills the woods with
birdsong and innumerable shades of green.

A stroll through the woods of the Upper LaPlatte Nature area.
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our lives in countless ways. Research has shown the
enormous value of wetlands in purifying our water,
forests in slowing climate change, and open spaces in
improving our mood and brain function.”
But even without all this science, Shelburne residents know intuitively that open space contributes
hugely to our quality of life, and deserves our continued investment and protection.” We may not think
about these services on a daily basis, but on a daily basis Shelburne’s open spaces help provide the natural
capital that is essential to healthy and productive lives.
The Farmer’s Market on Shelburne’s Parade Green, a popular gathering
place for residents and tourists during summer months. Opposite page:
Peg Rosenau’s class enjoys an outdoor ecology lesson at Shelburne Pond.

Later in the morning, the day’s errands beckon travel past working farms that persist and even flourish in
an era of globalization and industrial agriculture, framing a timeless scene of field and forest against distant
mountain ridgelines. Mid-day brings thoughts of sustenance, and choices abound: a farmer’s market, or a trip
to one of the many local businesses that offer locallygrown food and beverages. After a swim at a town beach
with broad views of lake and mountain, the late-afternoon hours are occupied by a canoe trip across a scenic
pond or a bicycle ride past wetlands where a sharp eye
can glimpse a reclusive heron or a foraging bobcat. And
as the day closes, a local farm offers dinner, music, and
community, connecting people to the land and to each
other in the simplest yet most powerful way.
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A day such as this is a reality in Shelburne, not a
distant vision. The town and its citizens have long appreciated the personal and collective benefits of open
spaces and have actively worked to protect them. It is a
reality that abundantly contributes to the town’s quality of life, encouraging citizens to invest their time,
money, and future well-being in its neighborhoods,
schools, businesses, and community services.
How do we measure this quality of life? How do we
measure the benefits we receive from the environment
in which we live? Some of these benefits can be quantified, and indeed the growing field of ecological economics focuses on the direct benefits that we receive from
the natural world - clean water and air, reliable and safe
food, waste treatment, sustainable sources of energy,
recreation, and many others. Taylor Ricketts, director
of UVM’s Gund Institute for Ecological Economics and
a Shelburne resident, describes how “nature benefits

a deep sense of place
In addition to these direct ecological and economic
benefits, open spaces contribute to community identity
and pride of place. Shelburne is known for its agricultural heritage and its geographic intersection of lake,
river, and field, and many businesses capitalize on that
reputation.
On a more personal level, the surrounding landscape affects how people view the world and their relationship to it, forging connections between the past
and present. Walter Poleman, director of the Place Program, a partnership between UVM and Shelburne
Farms, maintains that “the deep sense of place that is
fundamental to the identity of most Vermonters is especially strong in towns like Shelburne, where nature
and culture intertwine on the landscape in some compelling ways. From the shale beaches of Shelburne
Farms to the limestone cliffs of Shelburne Pond, there
is no shortage of amazing places to discover and explore.” These benefits are more subjective than direct
ecosystem services such as clean water, differing from
person to person, but they are no less real to individual

Open spaces contribute to community
identity and pride of place.
wellbeing and sustainable, vibrant communities.
Looking ahead, the challenge will be to maintain
the practical and personal connections between Shelburne’s landscapes and its residents. Change is as constant here as anywhere, but that does not mean that
the town must inevitably lose its fundamental character and the benefits we derive from it. Indeed, the good
news is that some elements of its character have already been conserved and will continue to offer the
services so essential to Shelburne’s quality of life. But
more work is required. Some open lands that inform
the town’s identity and sense of place are not conserved and perhaps may never be, but the town should
be aware of the contributions these lands make to our
collective benefit and protect them where possible.
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Hiking, biking, walking and water access
Shelburne
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1 Shelburne Farms
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5 Ti-Haul Trail
6 LaPlatte River Marsh Natural Area

7 Shelburne River Park
8 LaPlatte Nature Park
9 Upper LaPlatte natural area/Zen Center
10 H. Laurence Achilles Natural Area
11 Shelburne Pond boat launch
12 Shelburne Beach and boat access

(trail access via Bay Road)

The Webster Road bike path: The Friday Bike Train, organized to get kids to ride their bike to school. Right: Dog exercising its owner
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The Bottom Line
Many would argue that maintaining a high quality
of life is the most important contribution of open
spaces, but towns that conserve land are also making
a sound financial investment in their community.
In addition to providing many intangible benefits,
evidence supported by numerous studies demonstrates
that towns that place a high value on open space
conservation are improving their tax base and
generating economic growth.
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Conservation is an investment in a town’s future
that pays dividends by:
• Maintaining or increasing property values
• Reducing spending for services and infrastructure
• Reducing the tax burden for residents
• Attracting businesses and investors
• Promoting healthy lifestyles and fosters community
• Reducing costs related to treating drinking water.
How is Land Conserved in Shelburne?
The cost of conserving open space varies according to
the fair market value of the property, the level of protection being sought (fee simple, easement, etc.), and
aspects such as potential tax benefits to the seller.
In Shelburne, the cost of open land can exceed several thousand dollars per acre on large parcels. The per
acre cost of land for smaller lots is even higher.
The Town of Shelburne works with landowners interested and willing to conserve their land, and carefully determines the conservation strategy that meets
the goals of all stakeholders. For example, it is not always necessary or appropriate for land to be purchased
outright. Acquisition of conservation easements or
other tax incentives can be a highly effective and economical means to protect open space.
Typically, several parties are involved in a land conservation project. These may include:
The Shelburne Open Space Fund has been
used to purchase conservation easements for both
small and large properties and to leverage money from
state agencies and non-profit land conservation groups.
In total, more than two million dollars have been leveraged from Federal, State, and private sources. While
withdrawals may not be made from the Open Space
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Fund for a number of years, maintaining and growing
the fund balance is necessary to ensure that the Town
of Shelburne is able to meet its conservation goals
when high priority lands become available as potential
conservation projects.
Property Tax Incentives. The Selectboard has
the authority to provide tax relief for the Town portion
of the property owner’s tax bill by setting the tax rate
or amount of annual taxes to be paid for a particular
property for a period of up to ten years. This can provide an incentive for property owners to provide conservation easements or donate property to the Town.
Bonding. Typically, conservation-related bonds
are issued in an amount based on the cost of acquiring
rights in a specific property or properties, to pay for the
acquisition of those rights. It may also be possible for
bonds to be issued for a set amount but with no particular acquisition in mind, akin to a letter of credit. Any
municipal bond request must be approved by voters.
State funds. These are available primarily
through Vermont Housing and Conservation Board
(VHCB), dedicated to the conservation of: natural
areas, recreational land, and historic properties; land
or historic resources of statewide significance; and locally important recreational or agricultural land.

Small is Beautiful: Shelburne River Park
No two conservation projects are the same. Properties vary widely in

less tax and the partnering conservation group will in turn need to

size, natural resources, monetary value, landowner needs, project

raise less money. This is what transpired with the Clark property.

partners, and protection type (e.g., direct purchase or conservation

The pace of fundraising can be challenging for owners who are anx-

easement). Timing and duration are also variable — sometimes conser-

ious to sell. But according to Chris Boget, executive director of the

vation deals take years to develop as landowners consider their needs

LCLT, “landowners often think it’s worth it. When they come back later,

and partners pursue necessary funding.

perhaps with their grandkids, and see that the land is not developed,

The Shelburne River Park is an example of a conservation project
that came to fruition with partial funding from the Open Space Fund.

they really like our vision for the property. It’s really a win/win.”
For the Clark property, the key was matching potential state fund-

It is a small (1 acre) but significant property located along the banks of

ing from the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board (VHCB) with

the LaPlatte River, next to the Route 7 bridge. It provides direct recre-

local funds. VHCB views financial contri-

ational access to the river and also forms part of Shelburne Village’s

butions from towns as an essential part

northern gateway. The SNRCC has long focused on protecting Shel-

of most conservation projects, demon-

burne’s river corridors, which help protect water quality, provide im-

strating a strong commitment to land

portant wildlife habitats, and are part of the town’s scenic vistas.

protection. The LCLT approached the

Normally, the SNRCC reaches out to landowners, but in this case

SNRCC and explained the merits of the

the Lake Champlain Land Trust first contacted the Clark Family, the

project. The committee agreed, and to-

property’s owner, with a vision for a park. If the property became a

gether with the LCLT, made an official re-

park, current and future generations of Shelburne residents could

quest to the Selectboard for $40,000

enjoy its recreational opportunities and natural beauty while also

from the Open Space Fund. The Select-

benefitting from its contribution to clean water.

board similarly agreed that the project

The Clarks appreciated the LCLT’s positive vision and the possibil-

was an important investment in Shel-

ity of protecting the land as a canoe access point, potentially accessi-

burne’s future, and the town’s contribu-

ble by a bike path. However, the property was also an important family

tion enabled the LCLT to leverage the

asset whose value they could not forego. Although many landowners

remaining $100,000 from state and pri-

Private funding:

donate an easement or the land itself, organizations like the LCLT can

vate sources.

The Freeman Foundation generally funds large and

pay market value given the availability of conservation funds and ade-

well-established land conservation organizations. It
has contributed funding to Shelburne’s Sutton and
Maille farms.
The Vermont Land Trust’s major focus is conservation of working farms by acquiring property development rights, which are transferred to VLT through a
conservation easement. VLT also seeks to conserve

quate time.
Early in the process, an independent appraisal determines the

Open space funds from towns make a difference. Without such local commitments, conservation projects are much harder to complete,
sometimes impossible. The Shelburne River Park is an important addi-

value of the property — a conservation group cannot pay more than

tion to our town’s network of conserved undeveloped lands, and it

the appraised value. If a landowner has held a property for many years,

demonstrates a commitment that Boget says is “decades ahead of

its value has likely increased substantially, meaning that a large capital

other places.” This modestly-sized but highly visible property is a re-

gains tax could be associated with its sale. Many owners will thus

minder that towns and landowners can work together to protect the

agree to a “bargain-sale discount” to offset this cost — the owner pays

resources that sustain and enrich daily life.
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recently conserved land and funding sources

A Larger Vision: Upper LaPlatte River Natural Area
Upstream from the Shelburne River Park, near the Charlotte border, is

Conservation Board — recognized that public access would fit with

Year

an ecologically-diverse property with incredible views. It is a very ac-

the landowner’s desire to share the property’s outstanding scenic and

tive location for wildlife — river otter, bobcat, weasel, and mink have all

recreational qualities.

1994 Palmer

been observed on it. It also contains forests of hemlock and sugar ma-

The monetary value of the property exceeded $600,000, so it was

ple, hayfields alive with grassland birds, and a stretch of the LaPlatte

clear that any contribution from the town would have to be substan-

River that is one of only two places in Vermont known to support the

tially augmented by funds from other sources. Local funding was once

stonecat, a state-endangered fish.

again critical to the conservation effort. The Selectboard approved a

Acres Conserved

Open Space Fund

Other Funds

28.8

$30,000

$108,500

22%

1995 Gentry

213.0

$30,000

$340,000

8%

1997 Clark Farm

146.5

$15,000

$435,000

3.33%

7.2

$40,316

$56,000

42% Town owns

122.0

$50,000

$200,000

20%

2000 Hayes (Elkins)
2002 Tiballi-Stern

Open Space Fund % of total

$180,000 expenditure from the Open Space Fund, and the LCLT used

2002 LaFoutaine Rt 7 Bridge

1.2

$8,500

$0

100% Town owns

acre property, was faced with a dilemma — it wished to keep the land

this amount to successfully leverage $318,000 from VHCB. The total

2004 Clark/River Park

0.7

$40,000

~$140,000

~28%

but also needed funds to support its operation. It understood, that the

project cost was reduced because the Vermont Zen Center gener-

network of trails maintained for use by its members could also be an

ously agreed to sell the conservation easement at a price below the

2004 Maille-Borden
Sutton Farm

138.0

$150,000

~$290,000

~51%

asset to the wider community. If the property’s development rights

appraised value as part of a bargain-sale discount. The LCLT also col-

57.0

$250,000

$1,955,000

14%

could be sold to a conservation organization, it might be possible to

lected private funds from its supporters and committed to trail im-

retain the center’s long-time uses of the land while giving Shelburne

provements and ecological restoration efforts. The final conservation

$435,000

9.2%

residents the opportunity to enjoy its inspirational beauty.

easement guarantees public access and permits farming and active

2011 Zen Center
65.0
$180,000
(S. LaPlatte Nature Park)			

forestry in upland parts of the property. The river corridor is preserved

2012 Lissarague

55.0

$7,700

$0

Closing costs only

as an ecological protection zone.

2017 Barr Farm

149.0

$150,000

$850,000

15%

The Vermont Zen Center, the nonprofit entity that owns the 65-

The Center first approached the SNRCC and described its goals.
The committee requested that it document the property’s natural
resource values, which it did by completing an application specifically

Zen Center, and individual citizens have continued re-vitalizing the

The Lake Champlain Land Trust helped the Center with this process

property, coordinating thousands of dollars in volunteer workdays and

and led the fund-raising effort. It also worked with the landowner to

obtaining grant funds to re-plant the entire floodplain forest along its

delineate the portion of their property that would be covered by a con-

stretch of the LaPlatte River. This investment has aided water quality,

servation easement. The evaluation materials plus extensive site walks

given that re-vegetation of the river corridor mitigates the effects of

convinced the SNRCC that the property’s conservation potential was

flooding and helps absorb pollutants that would otherwise be trans-

indeed significant and worthy of discussion with the Selectboard.

ported to Lake Champlain. It is also a boon to wildlife species that use
floodplains for foraging and movement,

easements do not establish public access,

and provides a superb location for

particularly ones focused on active farms,

educational programs highlighting eco-

working forestlands, or sensitive features

system diversity, land stewardship, and

such as endangered plants or animals. In

stormwater management.

this case, however, all participants — the
landowner, the LCLT, the SNRCC, the
Selectboard, and Vermont Housing and

2009 LeDuc/Bread and
Butter Farm

plus 85.0 in S. Burlington		

Since the project was completed in 2011, the LCLT, the Vermont

designed by the committee to evaluate potential conservation projects.

Many projects involving conservation
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Property

Volunteer trailbuilders at the
Upper La Platte River Natural Area.

large tracts of well-managed forest land for timberproduction capabilities, biological attributes and the
multiple recreational benefits these lands often provide.
The Trust for Public Land works nationally to protect
land for human enjoyment and well-being. TPL is a
source of expertise to help generate Federal, State, and
local conservation funding.
The Lake Champlain Land Trust works to permanently preserve significant islands, shorelines, and natural communities in the Champlain Region. LCLT has
partnered with Shelburne to preserve significant riparian land parcels along the LaPlatte River, an important
tributary of Lake Champlain.
Federal funding:

The Land and Water Conservation Fund dates from

1965 and is used to create parks and open spaces, protect wilderness and forests, and provide outdoor recreation opportunities.
The Forest Legacy Program protects important scenic, cultural, natural, and recreational resources. Federal government, states and local partners use Forest
Legacy funds provided through the program to buy
conservation easements, or to purchase the land from
willing sellers outright.
Partnerships for Wildlife provides grants focusing
on species which are not hunted or fished, or not currently protected under the Endangered Species Act. It
is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Priority is given to projects involving species at risk of
becoming threatened or endangered.
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Going forward
The benefits of open space to Shelburne’s people, economy, and
ecology are numerous and vital. But what can the town do to conserve
these lands and the essential services they provide? The future state
of undeveloped lands is obviously contingent on the needs and wishes
of private landowners, but there are many actions the town can take,
on a collective as well as individual level, to facilitate protection of its
most important resources.

The Ti-Haul path connects Harbor Road and Bay Road and provides access to multiple conserved properties.
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Increase Funding for
Land Conservation
Land values in Shelburne are high and will only increase as the town approaches maximum buildout. Successful conservation projects thus depend on timely
and adequate fundraising. History has shown, in Shelburne and throughout Vermont, that local contributions to conservation efforts are critical — they leverage
additional funds from other sources and demonstrate to
funding entities that a community is truly committed
to land protection. The Shelburne Open Space Fund is
also essential to the timing of conservation transactions. Land conservation is often a reactive process —
individuals and institutions marshal effort and money
to protect properties when they are placed for sale on
the open market or an imminent threat becomes apparent. With an appropriately-sized fund, Shelburne will
be better able to respond quickly and effectively to prospective conservation projects, and it will be better positioned to acquire funds from other organizations.

With an appropriately-sized fund, Shelburne
will be better able to respond quickly and
effectively to prospective conservation projects.

Landowner Outreach
The SNRCC readily discusses conservation options
with interested landowners whose properties contain
significant natural resources. Ideally, this conversation
occurs before property owners decide to sell or develop
their land, when options for planning and funding can
be most thoroughly explored. Information about available conservation strategies and the organizations that
practice them can help landowners plan for a future
that will simultaneously meet their own economic
needs and protect the town’s important resources.
The Upper LaPlatte Nature Park was conserved with contributions from
The Lake Champlain Land Trust and the Shelburne Open Space Fund.
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Landowners who have this information in advance are
more likely to practice responsible land management
and to appreciate conservation-minded alternatives to
conventional development options. These alternatives
range from limiting development on a property (e.g.,
easement, transfer of development rights) to establishing a buffer around sensitive areas to land-management
activities that enhance wildlife habitat (e.g., field mowing schedules that maintain habitat for grassland
birds). As part of this outreach effort, landowners can
also learn about the Open Space Fund and the application process necessary to initiate its possible use. Although the SNRCC provides initial review of fund
applications, the Selectboard makes the final decision
on all town contributions to conservation projects.
Support Neighborhood Initiatives
Neighborhood groups should be encouraged to protect
local natural resources through purchase, neighborhood covenants, deed restrictions, and other protection strategies. Citizens living near undeveloped lands
are often the most knowledgeable about them and
often benefit directly from those lands through recreational opportunities and increased property values.
They may also have personal relationships with the
landowners and understand their needs and concerns.
For lands owned by neighborhood associations, a thirdparty conservation easement should be considered
as an option for permanently conserving local open
spaces that are routinely, but mistakenly, assumed to
be protected.
Promote Agriculture
Land conservation is the best way to ensure the long-
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term future of agriculture in Shelburne. Agricultural
practices and economies continually evolve, creating
opportunities for some farmers while driving others
out of business, but lands that are protected from conversion to developed land uses will always be available
for new stewardship and investment. In addition to
conservation, municipalities can develop tangible policies that help sustain existing farms and encourage establishment of new ones. Shelburne already recognizes
the value of agriculture in its town plan and zoning
regulations, noting in particular lands with prime agricultural soils. As value-added agriculture gains greater
stature, zoning ordinances will likely need to be adjusted to accommodate new products, processing
methods, and sales venues, and it will also be important to protect these activities from conflicts with adjacent land uses (i.e., “Right to Farm” provisions). Where
possible, the town should also consider favorable tax
policies and other incentives that keep family farms
economically viable.
Encourage Private Conservation
In addition to Shelburne’s direct land-conservation
efforts, the town can also assist private initiatives to
protect important open spaces. One of the simplest
steps is to facilitate conversations between landowners
and conservation organizations, ensuring that residents
interested in protecting their lands talk to the right
people at the right time. Conservation transactions can
take years to coalesce, requiring patience, trust, and
commitment — personal relationships matter. Even if
the town is not directly involved in a conservation
project, its explicit support and encouragement will
help build the requisite framework and momentum
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for a successful effort. The Town could also consider
naming parks or other conserved properties after citizens who make significant contributions (not necessarily financial) to land stewardship and protection, or it
could commemorate such contributions with plaques
or signage. Direct voluntary contributions to the Open
Space Fund are also a way to honor or memorialize a
person or event dedicated to the preservation of natural resources. Other steps could include establishment
of a separate conservation-funding program that accepts voluntary donations from citizens and businesses, or the creation of a non-governmental “friends”
group that performs its own fundraising and support
efforts.
Expand and Update Resource Mapping
Advances in mapping technology have expanded the
planning capabilities of communities. Town officials
and residents can now visualize the interrelationships
between natural resources and the human-dominated,
built environment, and they can also assess the effects
of proposed developments on important landscape features. Because this technology relies on accurate, upto-date information, various maps describing the
town’s natural resources will need periodic revision
or expansion, including wetlands, floodplains, wildlife
habitat and movement corridors, significant views,
and recreational amenities (i.e., trails). The Planning
Commission, working with the town planner and the
SNRCC, should prioritize all town-planning maps in
order of need, budget, town staffing, and scheduling.
Also, Shelburne-specific species lists for birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, invertebrates, and plants
are needed to facilitate assessment of biological diver-
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sity and possible additional locations of rare, threatened, or endangered species. All maps and inventories
should be updated on a regular basis: the availability of
better information will lead to better decision.
Amend/Strengthen Zoning Ordinances
The most updated comprehensive town plan contains
a number of recommendations for amending or
strengthening the town zoning ordinance to more effectively achieve the goals and objectives of the town
plan as related to natural resources. These include but
are not limited to:
• Requiring management plans for lands set aside
for open space. Whenever possible, assign management and/or stewardship responsibilities to appropriate third parties
• Incorporating low impact development (LID)
techniques to promote use of materials, design, and
other features that improve environmental quality
• Requiring that any subdivision or development of
property subject to ACT 250 review, minimize or mitigate the disturbance of prime agricultural soils as well
as significant wildlife habitat or corridors
• Strengthening the protection for significant views
as defined on the significant views map
• Strengthening protections for water resources:
improved groundwater protections, increased buffer
zones, and stormwater management plans for any development that will disturb more than one half acre.
Implementing these changes will be a collaborative
effort among the Planning Commission, town planning and zoning staff, SNRCC, and consultants who
are authorities in the management of their respective
resources.

we are grateful to these Conservation organizations for frequently
collaborating with private landowners and the town:
Vermont Land Trust
8 Bailey Avenue
Montpelier, VT 05602
(802) 223-5234

Lake Champlain
Land Trust

The Nature Conservancy,
Vermont Chapter

Vermont Housing and
Conservation Board

1 Main Street

27 State Street, Suite 4

58 East State Street

Burlington, VT 05401

Montpelier, VT 05602

Montpelier, VT 05060

(802) 862-4150

(802) 229-4425

(802) 828-3250
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